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Omega Legal Proves Best Choice in Financial Management For
Colorado Firm
Advanced Reporting, Database, Reputation Key Criteria for Mid-Size Firm
PHOENIX—May 16, 2006—Omega today announced that Denver-based Isaacson
Rosenbaum this summer will convert to Omega Legal, an integrated financial and
practice management software system for mid- to large-size firms. According to Gary
Harrop, the firm’s chief operation officer, the 42-attorney firm chose Omega Legal to
replace its outdated system because it was the most integrated, versatile and user
friendly option available, with a highly robust database that would scale to handle the
firm’s expected growth with very little maintenance.
“In our in-depth evaluation of several financial management systems, we put high priority
on finding one that would include time & billing, accounting, collection, conflicts and
marketing in a cost-effective and easy-to-use system we wouldn’t have to replace in a
few years,” Harrop said. “We’re confident that Omega Legal will give us all of these
features, with advanced reporting capabilities that will greatly improve our ability to track
the productivity of our attorneys and the profitability of our firm. We were also impressed
with Omega’s ability to customize the system to meet our unique needs, including
adding an automated new business intake process and synonym search capability to the
conflicts module.”
As a key component of its advanced reporting capabilities, Omega Legal enables instant
access to a firm's most up-to-the-minute financial, statistical and historical information
from a single server. Based on the powerful and scalable InterSystems Caché™ post
relational database, there are no performance issues, even when generating month-end
bills or detailed financial reports. As a result, unlike competing systems, no full-time
database administrator is needed, greatly decreasing the costs often associated with
maintaining a financial management system.
“Omega Legal’s excellent reputation in the marketplace, reinforced by its very happy
installed customer base in the Denver area, validated our decision,” Harrop added.
About Isaacson Rosenbaum: Isaacson Rosenbaum P.C. has been providing legal
services to both corporate and individual clients for 45 years. The firm counsels a wide
variety of clients on all aspects of real estate, corporate, tax, employment, appellate,
public law and policy and litigation matters.
About Omega: Since 1975, Omega's integrated financial and practice management
software has set the standard for return on investment, performance and service for
discerning law firms. With timekeeping, billing and reporting, Omega Legal will help meet
client demands, improve productivity and manage your cash flow every time with no
hassles. For more information, visit www.OmegaLegal.com.

